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G. Robles-De-La-Torre, V. Hayward, Force can overcome object geometry in the perception of shape through active touch, Nature 412 (2001) 445-448.
Passive Haptics

The passive haptics model of the marble counters was constructed from styrofoam blocks and particle board. The walls of the Pit Room were built from styrofoam blocks. Plywood was used to construct the 1.5-inch-thick physical ledge and the 2.25-inch-thick diving board, Figure 2-6. A real radio placed at the location of the virtual radio conveyed instructions to the participants. There were no other auditory stimuli designed into the experiment. A real chair in the Pit Room and a real pedestal in the Training Room were registered with their virtual counterparts.

Subjective presence was measured using the University College of London (UCL) Presence Questionnaire (Usoh et al., 1999). This questionnaire assesses three factors: reported presence – assesses the extent to which participants report feeling present, reported behavioral presence – assesses the extent to which the participants report acting present, and ease of locomotion – assesses the ease of moving through the virtual environment. The questionnaire consists of 13 questions answered on a one to seven scale. The questionnaire is scored by counting the number of five, six, and seven responses (Meehan, 2001). The reported presence score ranges from zero to seven, whereas reported behavioral presence and ease of locomotion range from zero to three.
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Yet another weight illusion:

**Barbie-Cueing Weight Perception**

“Conceptual knowledge, in the form of culturally reinforced biases, seems to affect how we perceive... weight.”

- Saccone and Chouinard
  i-Perception 2019
Reminders:
Assignment 2 due today
Add/drop deadline tomorrow
Assignment 3 to be posted today (no late submissions allowed due to posted solutions)

Quiz 1 plan: 60 minutes, taken online any time on Friday, May 1

Office Hours/Q&A with Allison until 10 am.
Question queue (see tab with today’s date): https://tinyurl.com/HapticsAllison